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From the Editor
Welcome to this summer edition of the LRG Newsletter.
Months after the coronavirus pandemic took hold
of the world, the UK is slowly emerging from a
nationwide lockdown and business as (un)usual is
resuming for many. Due to the ongoing uncertainty,
we at the LRG have adapted our programme of events
for online delivery, continuing to offer our usual mix
of professional and social activities to members.
As such, the tail end of spring saw the LRG's own
Daniela Ford hold a special webinar on terminology
management, exploring what this process involves
and how to get started. Find our review of the session,
penned expertly by Susan Joyce, on pages 4 and 5.
Amid a late COVID-19-induced switch to an online
format, fellow LRG member Jane Jones presented

a stellar virtual tour of Dulwich, offering a lovely
insight into this leafy corner of South London.
Find a photo montage and brief introduction
by Pamela Mayorcas on pages 6 and 7. Finally,
RSI has become the talk of the interpreting town
due to international lockdowns. On pages 8 and 9,
Cecilia Lipovsek runs the rule over this controversial
novel form of interpreting.
Meanwhile, in her 'View from the booth' column
on page 3, Cecilia discusses CPD for linguists, and
Shelley Nix joins us for this month's LRG Member
Interview on page 10.
So, without any further ado, please enjoy the content
on offer in this August edition of the LRG Newsletter!
Nicholas Nicou, Editor

Committee News
Adjusting to online delivery
Despite the constraints of COVID-19, the ITI LRG has, in
common with other NW/RGs, worked hard to maintain
an ongoing programme of virtual events and activities
for members. We are very grateful to ITI for making the
GoToMeeting conference call facility available to us.
Online events
It is worth noting that online tutorials present significant
demands for the speakers. It is difficult to ‘read’ the
reactions of participants and to graduate the pace of
delivery. There is also more work for the Committee
– nothing can be left to chance; there are last-minute
requests and cancellations; and some participants
have problems signing in or posing a question.
I am immensely grateful to Daniela, Marta, and
Nathalie for all their ‘behind-the-scenes’ work that
makes the online events happen.
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AGM/Christmas party
The Committee is currently debating when and how
we can hold the annual LRG AGM/Christmas party. It
may be difficult to find a venue that offers sufficient
space for a large number so we are considering a
postponed AGM/Christmas party in late January
2021. If you have any comments on this, please get in
touch at info@iti-lrg.co.uk.
Committee
All Committee members have indicated their
willingness to continue in their respective roles in
2021 (see page 12).
We welcome new members to help with the
organisation of events, contact with speakers, and
post-event reports. Again, if you are interested,
please write to info@iti-lrg.co.uk.
Pamela Mayorcas
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Committee News
Forthcoming
LRG (Continued)
events
LRG Chat – catch up with colleagues online or experiences to share, please send an email by 14
Thursday, 20 August 2020, 19:30-21:00

September to: info@iti-lrg.co.uk. We are also planning
a follow-up seminar on PII with a representative of
Towergate.

• Cost: free
Rather short notice but we hope that some LRG
members will be available for another online chat, to
meet up for an hour or so and talk about work and
holidays while we continue to live under the stresses
and strains of COVID-19.

To book: piiseminar.eventbrite.co.uk

The GoToMeeting link will be sent via the Yahoo
Group on 18 August, with a reminder on 19 August

• Cost: free for LRG members

Seminar on PII – what is it, do we need it,
how much does it cost?
Thursday, 24 September 2020, 18:00-19:00
• Cost: free for LRG members
A representative of McParland Finn will talk about the
whys and wherefores of PII for freelance translators and
interpreters – do we need it, what does it cost, what
is (not) covered? If you have any particular concerns

Seminar on remote simultaneous
interpreting

Friday, 30 October 2020, 18:00-19:00

Débora Chobanian, interpreter and LRG Committee
member, will talk about the benefits and challenges of
RSI, explain how it works, the equipment needed, and
the rapid learning curve for interpreters who have had
to adapt to this new way of working. Interpreters will
be offered a practice session on RSI and we will also
have a sound engineer to talk about acoustic shock
and good practice.
To book: remotesimultaneousinterpreting.eventbrite.
co.uk

LRG CPD activities for members
During COVID-19, the LRG regular programme
of CPD and social and networking events has,
wherever possible, moved online. Our events are
also open to non-members.
For updates on all upcoming events, please always
check the following social media:
Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
Twitter: @ITILRG

Welcome to our
new LRG members!
Ilaria Cabib
Bronwen Davies

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-RegionalGroup-420785661324621/

Sophia Georgiou
Gloria Mambretti

To subscribe to the LRG e-group, please send an
email to: webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk
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A view from the booth

Diplomatic interpreter Cecilia Lipovsek offers an interpreter's perspective in her quarterly column

S

Planning for growth

ummer is usually a good time
to catch up with our CPD
goals, which normally include
a lot of work on our languages
and trade skills but very little on our
business ones.
Now, with so much uncertainty on
the horizon, it would not be a bad
idea to revise our business setup or, if
necessary, start thinking of creating a
more formal structure for our work.
Business skills do not necessarily come
naturally to translators and interpreters
– if you are anything like me, you would
rather spend your time surrounded by
words than by numbers. However, not
having a business-minded approach to
our work can truly hamper our progress
and keep us from developing the
wonderful career I am certain we are all
capable of.
So, how should we go about
putting together a business CPD plan
that works and does not drive us nuts?
The first step is to conduct a brief
but thorough assessment of our nonlinguistic skills.
A good way to do this is to conduct
a simple five-star test: block 30 minutes
in your calendar to sit down and reflect
on the following business areas. Then
give yourself a star for every ‘yes’.
Business planning
Do you have a business plan in place?
Do you know what your key activities
(service and product offering) are?
What about your value propositions
(what you bring to the table)? How
about your cost structure and rates?
And your key resources and partners?

Admin
Do you have a system for keeping
track of your business expenses
(a spreadsheet would do)? Do you
have an invoicing system in place
(a Word template would do)? Have
you created a draft of your preferred
terms and conditions? Do you have
a basic questionnaire/template for
producing your quotations? Have you
set up a dedicated bank account for
your business?
Branding
Do you have a professional email
address with your own domain? Have
you recorded a proper welcome
message for your voicemail? Do you
have a business name? How about
a colour scheme? Have you had
professional-looking business cards
printed?
Marketing
Have you created a LinkedIn profile
and kept it up-to-date? Do you have
a professional profile on any other
social-media channels? Do you have
a tagline that identifies you and your
business? Have you drafted your three
main key messages? Do you have a list
of keywords to use when describing
your work?
Networking
Do you keep an updated list of active
contacts? Do you have a follow-up
strategy? Have you reflected on your
ideal prospect profile? Do you keep
up with key events in your sector?
Have you defined your pitch (what you
will say when you introduce yourself
and your work)?
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These are some of the key areas
that turn a gig-landing freelance
practice into a freelance business with
a mission and a solid foundation to
grow on.
Now that you know where you
stand, you can take your current status
as your baseline and start building
from there.
A good place to start is the British
Library’s Business & IP Centre (https://
www.bl.uk/business-and-ip-centre). The
Centre offers entry-level workshops,
support resources, and guidance
covering all matters related to starting
and running a business.
Their resources, which are available
online and in different libraries across
the UK, are often free or relatively
inexpensive compared with most of
the business ‘gurus’ out there.
Their ‘Innovating for Growth:
Start-ups’ programme is particularly
interesting for those just getting started
– I know because I joined it about
three years ago and saw my freelance
business’s value more than double.
I never joke about linguists getting
proper business training and I do think
it should be part of the curriculum at
school.
Still, graduating is just the beginning
of a wonderful journey, and we know
we should never stop learning along
the way – even if it is about business.
Cecilia is a London-based corporate,
diplomatic, and conference interpreter
specialising in Latin America. She is also a
guest lecturer, an amateur photographer,
and tango dancer. Find her at www.
multilateral.london
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Reviews of recent events

ON YOUR

TERMS

In May, CAT specialist Daniela Ford led a seminar on terminology management for translators and interpreters,
exploring why it is useful and how best to get started. Susan Joyce reports

O

n a mild, mid-May
evening, Daniela
Ford welcomed LRG
members and guests to
a special webinar on terminology
and terminology management.
Over the course of a contentfilled hour, Daniela asked what
terminology is, what terminology
management involves and why it
is important, and which popular
CAT tools feature a terminology
component. Daniela then explained
her own approach to researching
terminology, further exploring how
terminology management services
can be marketed in addition
to translation to enhance our
professional offering. Finally, the
discussion turned to who ultimately
owns glossaries and TMs.
Terminology management
Daniela had recently attended a
presentation that had proposed
the following as a definition of
terminology management: “The
systematic collection, description,
review, approval and presentation
of terms. It may also prescribe term
usage." (Source: cbmultilingual

online presentation for SDL, 28
April 2020.)
Explaining this further, Daniela
noted that terminology databases
(or ‘termbases’) are created for a
reason and should therefore be ‘fitfor-purpose’ – taking into account
the intended audience and how the
terms will be used.
Daniela gave the example of an
assignment where students were
tasked with compiling a glossary of
terms relating to different fish at an
aquarium for the benefit of visitors.
The purpose here was to enhance
these visitors’ experience, hence
the compiled glossary would clearly
be different to one intended for
experts in marine life.
Daniela went on to list five large
termbases compiled by international
bodies that provide examples of the
type of information we might wish
to collect (see box-out).
Why is terminology management
so important? As translators,
consistency is a fundamental
component of providing a
professional service, and we
may have compiled word lists
or glossaries for our own use to
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achieve this. However, a termbase
also allows the user to compile a
more detailed and varied entry for
each term or expression.
As well as providing a translation,
this can include any relevant
and supporting information
such as definitions, examples of
use, pictures, and grammatical
information. This personalises
the process of collecting
terminology to be fit for whatever
purpose the user requires, while
allowing for an easy way of sharing
information.
CAT-tool solutions
Daniela pointed us in the direction
of several CAT tools that feature a
terminology component, some of
which offer tutorials on YouTube.
Among the most commonly used
tools are those within Wordfast,
memoQ, and Across, as well as the
standalone software SDL MultiTerm.
Daniela went on to describe
her own approach to gathering
terminology. The starting point
might be a list in Excel from a client,
or a glossary or termbase built on
behalf of a client.
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Moreover, translators who use
translation memory software are
aware of the wonderful timesaving
feature of concordance, which
allows translators to search for
words or sentences they have
previously translated and saved
to a TM. Certain translators
will also do a certain amount of
legwork when researching a term
or expression, usually beginning
by using Google and its advanced
search features. Other online
sources, such as Linguee and
dict.cc, are also available, though
the results they provide are not
always reliable.
Bright ideas
Why is a termbase a good idea?
This is the question most often
heard when a translator tries to sell
the idea to a potential customer.
Daniela pointed out the
professional motivators of good
practice leading to excellent
translation quality – but for a nonlinguist, the argument that fewer
mistakes cost the company less
money usually has a greater impact!
From the translator’s perspective,
Daniela reminded us that incorrect,
inconsistent, and ambiguous
terminology can result in a higher
risk of translation errors, and by
extension reputational damage and
dissatisfaction for the client.
As mentioned, the highest
motivator for a non-linguist is
usually money, and Daniela showed
us an interesting example of the
financial consequences of errors.
Just two incorrect or inconsistent
terms in five documents across
10 different languages, charged
at USD40 per hour, would scale
up to 100 errors and USD4,000
across the project as a whole. These

TOP ONLINE TERMBASES
1. UNTERM: unterm.un.org
2. IATE: iate.europa.eu
3. TERMIUM: www.btb.
termiumplus.gc.ca
4. MICROSOFT: www.
microsoft.com/en-us/
language
5. EUROTERMBANK:
www.eurotermbank.com

figures speak for themselves.
Intellectual property was also
discussed, and Daniela pointed out
that the question of who ‘owns’ the
content of a termbase once it has
been created remains a grey area.
There appears to be a strong
legal case to support the view that
translators own intellectual property
rights to the translation memories and
termbases they generate. It is notable
that in the case of a termbase, it
may be more a case of the structure
belonging to the creator, rather
than the content. In contrast, under
the employment legislation of
many countries, employed workers
automatically assign intellectual
property rights in the works they
create to their employers.
Some clients may even request
that assignment-related information
be altogether deleted after a
translation has been submitted.
Daniela gave a personal example
of a client who had requested that
she delete the TM she had built
up during a project once she had
completed the translation for them,
highlighting a corporate concern
for security.
In response to the question
of how to charge for creating a
termbase, Daniela noted that it
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is equally acceptable to charge
per term or per hour.
Participants were keen to find out
how long it might take to compile
a termbase. Daniela says that she
looks for specialist and frequently
used terms, with some items trickier
to translate and define than others.
There are also extraction tools, such
as memoQ’s in-built extraction tool,
that can speed up this process.
Fit-for-purpose
However, the main aim is to create
a termbase that is fit-for-purpose:
is the termbase for me or someone
else? Why is it being compiled?
What information must it contain to
clarify the concepts stored within it?
I would like to round off this
piece by thanking Daniela for a
very informative session. This was a
great way for me to refresh my own
knowledge, as it is some time since
I did my MA in translation. I have
recently come back to translation
professionally and now work for a
corporate business that produces
technical documentation.
We are actively looking at ways
to enhance an existing termbase
to improve our client satisfaction,
and I walked away from this session
armed with knowledge to guide my
next steps, and the confidence that
the painstaking work invested in
termbase creation results in a highly
valuable tool for everyone involved.
I have no doubt that all other
participants now feel the same.
Susan Joyce MA CIOL is a
translator and proofreader
from German and French into
English who currently works in
the rail industry using Across TM
software. She can be contacted at
susanjoyce846@btinternet.com
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Reviews of recent events

A TRIP
THROUGH
DULWICH
In July, long-term Dulwich resident Jane Jones offered LRG members a flavour of Dulwich Picture Gallery
and Dulwich Village past and present via a virtual tour on Zoom. Pamela Mayorcas reports

O

n Thursday, 23
July, Jane Jones, ITI
LRG member and
long-term Dulwich
resident, treated LRG members
to a virtual tour and a tantalising
taste of the delights awaiting us
next summer.
We started at North Dulwich
station, as we would have
done on the real tour, and heard
about the origins of Dulwich,
or dilwihs (‘marshy meadow
where dill grows’).
Dulwich Village is a private
estate, which means that
householders pay a local levy
towards the upkeep of the area
and are obliged to respect quite
strict rules with regard to home
improvements.
There is an abundance of
both Georgian and Edwardian

houses, as well as some Victorian
cottages.
Street view
The typical street view differs
markedly from your average
London street: white picket
fences, wide grass verges, and
chains and white posts, while
the street signs are rural white
fingerboards.
Jane showed us one of the large
houses which boasts a ha-ha, an
architectural feature designed to
stop animals on an estate from
wandering up to the mansion
while maintaining the impression
of a continuous vista to the fields
beyond the formal grounds.
We also enjoyed a quick tour
of Dulwich Picture Gallery, built
by Sir John Soane in a most
unusual modernist style to
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house the collection of Sir
Francis Bourgeois, and including
a mausoleum for the Gallery's
founders. The cupola of the
mausoleum was the inspiration
for Giles Gilbert Scott’s iconic
K2 telephone box.
Last tollgate standing
The only remaining working
tollgate in London charges £1.50
for passing from the public to the
private road.
Our thanks are due to Ian
Jones, Jane’s husband, for the
wonderfully atmospheric photos,
and Jane’s friend Jan Rae, for
making her Zoom account
available to us.
A fuller report will be published
in the November issue of the
LRG Newsletter
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Dulwich college

Gallery Mausoleum cupola

North Dulwich station

Bell House
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Guest article

BRAVE
NEW
WORLD
Cecilia Lipovsek runs the rule over RSI – a controversial interpreting
solution that has rapidly gained ground in a locked-down world

2

020 has certainly been an
unusual year. Thinking back
to my New Year’s party and
the selfies we took toasting
2020 while watching the fireworks
over London, none of us would
have believed it had we been told
what was in store for the world.
What a turn of… everything!
In the interpreting world, remote
simultaneous interpreting (RSI)
is, hands down, the single biggest
revelation of the year.
RSI involves a novel use of
technology that was originally
conceived to facilitate locationneutral multilingual meetings, or
to save interpreting-related costs
such as travel and accommodation
by having interpreters work from a
setting other than the event venue.
It had already been around for
a few years but only came into
the spotlight when lockdowns
were imposed around the world,
international travel was suspended,
and the MICE (meetings, incentives,
conferencing, and exhibitions)
sector ground to a halt.
Overnight, this ‘medium’
– previously shunned by the

many and embraced only by the
few – became the only way for
conference interpreters to continue
providing our essential services at
a time when international dialogue
and cooperation is vital and we all
feel increasing pressure to continue
to make a living. Thus, we were
catapulted about three years into the
future, and RSI became ubiquitous.
So, five months into different
levels of lockdown, and amid a host
of online courses and webinars –
both free and paid – on how to use
the different platforms, what is the
current state of RSI?
Guidelines and recommendations
The International Association of
Conference Interpreters (AIIC)
has published several documents
outlining its position regarding
RSI, as well as guidelines on
working with this technology and
recommendations concerning
different pieces of equipment.
AIIC’s general position is that RSI
should only be conducted from home
(interpreters’ own private residences)
in extremis, that is, in extreme
situations such as total lockdowns.
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Otherwise, if unable to work from a
conference venue, interpreters should
instead do so from interpreting hubs
that better replicate the working
conditions of an interpreting booth,
even if these booths may also make
of use RSI platforms at times.
The AIIC's recommendations are
based on a series of technological,
legal, and health-related arguments,
all of which can be found on their
website.
The International Federation of
Translators (FIT) also issued their
own Discussion Paper on Remote
Interpreting, accompanied by a
Q&A document (also available on
their website), and many national
associations of translators and
interpreters have also publicly
stated their positions regarding
RSI, including the ITI.
In general, professional
associations are not particularly
supportive of remote interpreting,
especially if done from home.
The International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) is in
the process of reviewing its ISO/
PAS 24019:2020 on simultaneous
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interpreting delivery platforms
(SIDPs), with the involvement
of the main SIDPs and relevant
professional associations.
This ISO/PAS specifies
requirements and recommendations
for using SIDPs in settings where
interpreters are, or are not, in the
same room as participants and
speakers. Moreover, together with
ISO 20108, it outlines requirements
and recommendations for the
quality and transmission of sound
and image to interpreters and
from interpreters to participants,
as well as for the configuration of
interpreters’ working environment.
It is worth noting that an ISO/PAS
is actually a specification and not a
standard, and that the fast-paced
evolution of RSI technology has
complicated the development of an
international standard.
The platforms
So, what is an SIDP? It is an interface
that includes a fully functional virtual
interpreting console.
To be regarded as fully
functional, these virtual consoles
should at least have the following
six main features: video and audio
feed of speakers and participants;
separate channels for each
language; a mute button; a built-in
handover function (including the
possibility to listen to your boothmate and the floor at the same
time); the possibility to take relay
from other booths; and dedicated
chats for booth-mates, with tech
support, and with other booths.
Very broadly speaking, a fully
functional interpreting console
would be the digital equivalent of a
traditional interpreting booth.
Other solutions available in the
market with built-in interpreting
functions that do not have all of

the features mentioned above are
not SIDPs, and would (again very
broadly speaking) be the digital
equivalent of using bidule mobile
interpretation kits, also known as
‘tour-guide’ sets, to interpret.
Some of the professional
community’s main concerns about
– and resistance to – RSI relate to
home-booth setups and interpreters’
wellbeing while working from home.
Matters related to internetconnection reliability and stability,
the need for backup systems,
concerns over sound quality, and the
inability to control incoming audio
and/or participants’ setups have
raised doubts about the feasibility
and suitability of RSI. ‘Sound
exposure’, ‘acoustic shock’, and
‘improper working conditions’ are
some of the buzzwords populating
LinkedIn feeds these days.
Controversial as it is, RSI appears
to have as many advocates as it has
detractors. The latter consider it
an unsuitable-yet-necessary evil in
the current circumstances, whereas
the former believe it offers many
advantages to clients, interpreters,
and the environment.
Another point of contention
is the perceived impossibility of
collaborating with one’s booth
partner as interpreters always do
(or should do) in the booth; away
from each other, booth partners
are deprived of the usual nonverbal cues we use to communicate
with one another.
Each online event is either a
meeting, a webinar, a conference, or
a combination of any of the three.
SIDPs have been adapting to the
changing circumstances and now offer
their customers both the backend
(virtual interpreting console) and a
frontend (virtual meeting platform)
on which to hold their events.
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Back to our very broad
comparison, the frontend
would be the digital equivalent
of an event venue or meeting
room, whereas the backend
would be the digital equivalent
of an interpreting booth. The
combination of both facilitates
holding multilingual online
meetings and events.
Using SIDPs like LEGO, event
organisers can hold their events on
a single platform/SIDP or combine
the SIDP backend with another
frontend platform of their choice.
Either way, when working
online, interpreters only log into
and interact with the backend,
or virtual interpreting console
– pretty much like entering a
conference venue through the
interpreters’ door.
A hundred years ago,
simultaneous interpreting made its
entrance into the interpreting world
– and boy, was it controversial.
A century later, unique and
unexpected circumstances
are changing the way we all
live and work. Suddenly,
interpreters are working from
home, switching carry-on suitcases
and small laptops for desktop
technology and pondering the
benefits of standing desks and
ergonomic chairs.
RSI certainly has a long way to
go, even if it is adapting to
constantly changing circumstances
surprisingly well.
Looking forward, my only wish
is that we do not try to put this
round peg in a square hole, and
instead give RSI a chance to grow
and evolve in its own right.
Cecilia Lipovsek is a diplomatic
and conference interpreter. Find
her at www.multilateral.london
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LRG Member interview
Shelley Nix
In this issue, we caught up with LRG member
Shelley Nix about her experiences as a translator
Tell us a little bit about your background and
when you first became interested in languages.
I’m originally from the US but have lived in London
now for over 30 years. My mother taught me to read
before I started primary school, and both my parents
were avid readers, so perhaps my love and affinity
for languages stem from that. We spent six months
in north-eastern Quebec province when I was about
seven, so I was exposed to French early on.
I studied French and Latin in intermediate school,
and after my family moved to South Texas when I
was starting high school, I began studying Spanish.
My involvement with languages continued
at university, where I studied Italian and
German each for two years and Spanish
of course, obtaining a BA in that as well
as Fine Arts.
When and why did you decide to
pursue a career in translation?
In my early work experience, I was able
to use Spanish quite a bit. For about
seven years, I worked in the Education and
Training Department of a computer company
in Washington, D.C.
Towards the end of that time, I was gradually
forming the notion of becoming a ‘translator’,
although I didn’t have a real understanding of
what it involved then. I went to Spain (Madrid) in
September 1986 to attempt that, also teaching
English and improving my Spanish.
While there, I received an unexpected job
opportunity to come to London to work for a small
computer company that wanted to establish a branch
in Europe. They needed a trainer and someone
with an extensive foreign-language background and
experience – and I fit the bill!
I moved to London in October 1987 and worked
for that company as the Education and Training
Department Manager until September 1994.
Towards the end of that time, I’d started thinking
about translation again and obtained a place on the
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Technical and Specialised Translation course at the
University of Westminster, completing the Master’s
programme in July 1995.
Early on, I knew I wanted to specialise in medical
translation because I felt an affinity for all things
medical. I joined ITI and many language and subject
networks and regional groups that applied
to my background and languages – the ITI LRG and
ITI Medical and Pharmaceutical Network being
among the first.
I joined the ITI LRG Committee and was the
Newsletter Editor for four years. In September
2001, I became Coordinator of the ITI Medical and
Pharmaceutical Network, a position I held for nearly 12
years. I am still very active in that Network and others,
attending as many events as I can, and of course the
ITI Conferences and special meetings.
What CPD do you undertake, and have
you been to any interesting translation
events recently?
A few years ago, I joined the Royal
Society of Medicine (RSM) as an
Associate, which has allowed me to take
advantage of the online and physical
library resources and attend talks and events
applicable to my areas of specialisation. This
has been enormously helpful in expanding my
knowledge base and understanding.
During lockdown, I attended several RSM webinars
on the subject of COVID-19. In June, I also attended
the David Bellos Sebald Lecture webinar sponsored
by the British Library.
What kind of projects have you been working on
recently?
I still enjoy working, although at this stage I am quite
selective about the projects I accept. Earlier this year,
I mentored someone in the ITI MedNet mentoring
scheme, and in the autumn of 2018 I taught the Spanish
to English Medical Translation module at University
College London. I find things like that very rewarding.
Shelley is a medical translator working from Spanish,
French, Italian, Portuguese, and Catalan into English
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AROUND THE
WEB
Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and
language-related news on the Net
'SDL Translation Technology Insights 2020'
SDL (bit.ly/3fXUYjs)
This survey of 3000 translation professionals explores the new
challenges being faced by the industry. (Sign-up needed to
download report.)
'COVID-19 calls for disrupting the way we communicate in a crisis'
Devex (bit.ly/3jLmQts)
Amid the COVID-19 crisis, this article considers the need
for the humanitarian community to rethink the role of
language and language technology.
'How to use gender-neutral language, and why it’s important
to try'
Forbes (bit.ly/3gevHRu)
This insightful piece looks at how to adopt more inclusive
language to achieve greater gender equality.
'The strange life of punctuation!'
JSTOR daily (bit.ly/3eWkXqe)
This fascinating 2016 article argues that the more speech-like nature
of instant messaging, texts, and tweets has led to fundamental
changes in the way we use and perceive punctuation.
'Who pays for cheap language instruction?'
Boston Review (bit.ly/39pC1U7)
This piece considers the hidden side of language-learning
apps, reflecting on the working conditions under which
gig-economy language teachers work.
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Dates for your Diary
Thursday,
20 August 2020
19:30-21:00

LRG Chat – another chance to catch up with colleagues online
Venue: your home
Cost: free

LRG Chat via GoToMeeting - another chance for members to catch up with one another
and share concerns and solutions during the coronavirus pandemic.
A link will be posted to the Yahoo Group on Tue, 18 Aug and Wed, 19 Aug 2020

Thursday,
24 September 2020
18:00-19:00

PII seminar – what is it, do we need it, how much does it cost?
Venue: your home
Cost: free

A speaker from McParland Finn will talk about PII for translators and interpreters.
To book: piiseminar.eventbrite.co.uk

Friday,
30 October 2020
18:00-19:00

Seminar on remote simultaneous interpreting
Venue: your home
Cost: free

LRG Committee member Débora Chobanian will talk about the benefits and challenges of RSI.
To book: remotesimultaneousinterpreting.eventbrite.co.uk

Sunday,
15 November 2020
12:45-14:30

LRG @ London Language Show: T&I in the time of COVID-19
Venue: Olympia, London
Cost: free

LRG members will present a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)
analysis of life as a translator and interpreter during COVID-19.
To book: languageshowlive.co.uk/talks/ (scroll down to language professionals)

LRG Committee contacts
Chairman & ITI Liaison
Pamela Mayorcas
info@iti-lrg.org.uk

Newsletter Editor
Nicholas Nicou
editor@iti-lrg.org.uk

Events Secretary
Marta Prieto
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Treasurer
Oliver Walter
treasurer@iti-lrg.org.uk

Interpreters' Representatives
Lorna Sandler
adept.LRS@btinternet.com

Events Coordinator
Natalie Clark
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Membership Secretary
Rebecca Hendry
membership@iti-lrg.org.uk

Débora Chobanian
dchob@hotmail.co.uk

Minutes Secretary
Pat Wheeler
pmlwheeler@gmail.com

Webmaster
Daniela Ford
webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk

Publicity Officer
Nathalie Reis
n.reis@btinternet.com

IT adviser
Peter Linton
peter@lintononline.co.uk

The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.
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